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ALMOST UNOPPOSED LaNDING

By S.L._ SOLON, representing the Combined British Press

With the Eighth Army

Friday afternoon

San Giovanni, on

Italian mainland

This has been an almost unopposed landing. Our few casualties have been chiefly
due to a single heavy gun that fired on the beaches at the first assault parties early
this morning and the few bombs dropped by messerschmitts dodging in through an umbrella

of flak that is already rising from our anti-aircraft guns here. The heavy gun was

soon put out of action by our shelling, and the German aircraft are losing planes in

every raid. I have ’witnessed three in the last two hours. First four, then three,
and finally only two aircraft joined in the raids. Our anti-aircraft guns shot down

two in the first and one in each of the other raids. We have taken hundreds of

Italian prisoners and several Germans. The Italians walked down the roads in some

instances to meet our troops, carrying large white handkerchiefs improvised as flags,
of surrender. Host of them seem to be boys scarcely sixteen or seventeen and

they cone in jocular and smiling, some times dancing a boyish jig as they walk down

the road. The Germans seen forlorn and unhappy, as if they had been deserted,

I met the inevitable English-speaking Italian. Reggio (Calabria) which was taken

early this morning, and Villa San Giovanni, which we entered on this flank, offered

scarcely any resistance, A few random shots, perhaps a machine or two that was

all. The cities are almost empty and the effects of our shell-fire and bombing are

everywhere. The population accepts our invasion as a matter of course, .either going

about their vineyards and gardens as usual or pausing to ask for food. To then the

war is over and every face says as plainly as a political slogan '’peace and bread,

only that".

This part' of Italy for the past two weeks appears also, to have been ignored by

the Italian government. The towns are literally devoid of food and only the fresh

fruit now ripening is preventing a, famine. The straits are filled with our landing-

craft going to and fro under naval escort. From this high point they resemble

minnows escorted by sharks. A few attempts were made this morning by dive-bombers

to get at the landing craft but they had no success, A few bombs which were

dropped landed in the water. On the beaches the scene had an almost picnic flavour.

Some of the troops, hot and tired, after the assault took off their clothes and were

swimming. The break was in progress and open tins of sardines and bully beef were

passed around. On the Sicilian side Italian labourers were also bathing a short

distance from the landing-craft waiting to be loaded. They shouted pleasantries

at the soldiers and made the V sign. Much stronger resistance was expected and

since it was not forthcoming our troops are pushing ahead quickly, A steady tide

of traffic is streaming past. We are again on the move.
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